MHIS 136
Chapter 18 #2

I. Write the indicated chords and provide lead-sheet symbols above:

```
Gmin7  B♭Maj7  A♭7  D♭m7(♭5)  Bmin7  D♭7  EMaj7  G♭min7  E♭Maj7  Cm7(♭5)
```

II. Identify the following 7th chords with quality below and lead-sheet symbol above:

```
B♭7  A7  GMaj7  G♭min7  A♭m7(♭5)  B♭min7  DMaj7  Cmin7  E♭7  Fmin7
```

III. Harmonize the following using supertonic 7th chords where indicated:

```
A:  ii7  Bb:  ii₆  C:  ii♭4
```